
Echo Ai
Elevating Meetings through Autonomous Action



Problem
Statement

Information Overload -  Virtual meetings flood participants
with information, often causing confusion and overload. Your
tool creates concise summaries for clear understanding.
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Task Management - Post-meeting, action items can get lost,
leading to tasks being forgotten or duplicated. Your tool
tracks tasks, ensuring accountability.

Absentee Inclusion - Absentees miss out on vital meeting
content, causing communication gaps. Your tool provides
absentees with an overview for seamless catch-up.
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Echo Ai is a one stop
solution that not just

transcribes your meetings,
but provides autonomous

action that can be
performed.



How it works?

Absentee FOMO
Through the transcript, we

provide personalised
report for people who
have missed meetings.



How it works?

Task Amnesia
Our autonomous agent

keeps track of todo items
that were discussed

during meetings for every
participant.



How it works?
Resource Hunting

Our autonomous agent actively keeps track of things
that are discussed and suggests resources from internal

documents, articles from the internet so that you can
stay updated and on top of every follow-up tasks. 



Follow-up Emails
Get automatic suggestions for follow-up

emails that need to be addressed right after
your meetings.

How it works?



Backend Frontend

Resource Agent
Task Agent
Action Scheduling Agent
Transcript Agent

Powered by



Business
Model

B2B Subscriptions  -  Pricing ranges starting
from Free tire , Startup plans, Enterprise plan
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Additional Charges on Plugins - With companies
using different tools, having a plugin system
which creates diverse integrations.
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Future
Expanding Integrations -  Building integrations for
every major virtual meeting platforms
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Plugins - Connecting Echo Ai to major tools such as
project management applications, Github, Slack,
Calendars

Custom Agents - More autonomous agents and
ability to create custom agents to suit specific
needs.
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Thank You


